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Two experimental tests of a fluctuation-induced first-order phase transition: Intensity fluctuation
microscopy at the nematic–smectic-A transition

Anand Yethiraj,* Ranjan Mukhopadhyay,† and John Bechhoefer
Department of Physics, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada V5A 1S6

~Received 1 August 2001; published 16 January 2002!

We have developed a new, extremely sensitive real-space technique~intensity fluctuation microscopy! to
probe the order of the nematic–smectic-A (NA) transition. Using this technique, we show that theNA
transition in 48-n-octyl-4-cyanobiphenyl~8CB! is clearly first order, contrary to calorimetric studies but in
agreement with conclusions drawn from front-velocity measurements. We characterize the strength of the
discontinuity at the first-order transition by the dimensionless quantityt05(TNA2T* )/T* . By precisely mea-
suring t0, we have made the first detailed tests of predictions based on the Halperin-Lubensky-Ma~HLM !
theory of fluctuation-induced, first-order phase transitions. First, we explore the effect of an external magnetic
field on theNA transition. Although modest fields~of order 10 T! are predicted to drive the weakly first-order
transition in pure 8CB second order, we observe no such effect; we establish instead that the lower bound on
this critical field is '30 T. Likewise, we observe no effect in mixtures of 8CB with its longer chemical
homolog 48-n-decyl-4-cyanobiphenyl~10CB!. Second, we examine the dependence oft0 as a function of
8CB–10CB mixture concentration and find that the data in mixtures with small nematic temperature range are
well-fit by the parameters derived by Anisimovet al. based on calorimetric measurements. As we increase the
nematic range~by using concentrations closer to pure 8CB!, the measuredt0 deviates more and more from the
HLM predictions. Smectic fluctuations, which are neglected in the HLM calculation, are an obvious candidate
to explain such a discrepancy, but one’s naive expectation is that they wouldreduce t0 below the HLM levels,
whereas the observed values are too large. However, a recent renormalization-group calculation concludes that
smectic fluctuations, surprisingly, should indeed increaset0, explaining the observations presented here.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.021702 PACS number~s!: 64.70.Md, 61.30.Gd, 64.60.Fr
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important advances made in our und
standing of continuous phase transitions has been the e
dation of how thermal fluctuations modify critical exponen
from the values predicted by mean-field theory@1#. But ther-
mal fluctuations have another effect, one that is less-w
understood theoretically and studied only to a limited ext
experimentally: when two order parameters are simu
neously present and interact with each other, the fluctuat
of the additional order parameter may profoundly alter
phase transition of the underlying system. In high-ene
physics, for example, such a situation occurs in the Hi
mechanism@1,2#, where the fluctuations of a scalar field ca
add mass to the soft modes of the underlying transition
condensed-matter physics, over two decades ago, Halp
Lubensky, and Ma~HLM ! @3# predicted that fluctuations o
an additional order parameter could force a system wit
second-order phase transition to be first order. They no
two settings where this should occur: the norm
superconducting phase transition in type-1 superconduc
and the nematic–smectic-A (NA) transition in liquid crystals
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@4#. The importance of fluctuations in soft condensed ma
makes the effect observable in the liquid-crystal syste
while in superconductors, experiments are well-described
mean-field theory.

Understanding theNA transition has been an outstandin
problem in condensed-matter physics in its own right@5,6#.
Experimentally, theNA transition is usually indistinguish
able from second order@7#; however, for materials with a
small nematic range, calorimetric measurements have
tected a small latent heat associated with the phase cha
which is interpreted as a mean-field, second-order ph
transition that is driven to first order by the coupling to
second, strongly fluctuating order parameter. The seco
order parameter is associated with a nearby transition,
tween the isotropic and nematic phases (IN). As described
below, the primary order parameter in our case, theNA order
parameter, is a complex numberc whose magnitude is pro
portional to the amplitude of density modulations in the la
ered smectic phase and whose phase gives the origin
given coordinate system. The secondaryIN order parameter,
is a symmetric, traceless two-tensor,Qi j 5S(3n̂i n̂ j2d i j )/2,
whereSdescribes the degree of nematic ordering andn̂ gives
the direction of that ordering.

In principle, a complete theory must account for therm
fluctuations in the nematic order parameter magnitudeS, the
nematic directorn̂, and the smectic-A order parameterc.
The de Gennes–McMillan mechanism@6# takes into account
Sfluctuations but is mean field inn̂ andc. de Gennes@6# and
McMillan @8# showed that smectic layering~i.e., a non-
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zeroc) could increase orientation ordering from its norm
value S to S1dS. The dS-c coupling can then drive firs
order a transition that would otherwise be second order, b
does so by adding a negative term to the quartic coeffic
of the Landau free energy expansion in the smectic-A order
parameterc. This term is large whenTNA is close toTIN , so
that reducing the width of the nematic range of one’s sys
~e.g., by altering the concentration of a binary mixture!, one
can drive the transition first order. ThedS-c coupling
changes the values of coefficients in the Landau free en
expansion but does not add any new terms to the series

A more subtle mechanism, proposed by Halperin, Lub
sky, and Ma~HLM ! @3,4#, takes into account the couplin

betweenc and the nematic director fluctuationsdnW . Here,
the projection of the two-parameter free energy back on
free energy depending only onc is done by integrating ou
the nematic director fluctuations, assuming that the sme
fluctuations are very slow on this time scale. The the
treats the nematic fluctuations in the Gaussian approxima
but is mean field inc. This new coupling, although weak
alters the analytic structure of the free energy, introducing
effect a negative cubic term that ensures that the transitio
always at least weakly first order. Such a term was initia
excluded from the free-energy expansion, whose struc
has thus been profoundly altered by the thermal fluctuatio

Experimental studies in the small-nematic-range limit@9#
were carried out by various groups@10–15#. Systematic mea-
surements of the latent heat as a function ofTNA /TNI were
possible because one can tune the nematic range by m
two almost-similar liquid crystals with slightly different ali
phatic chain lengths. In the de Gennes–McMillan theo
~i.e., taking only thedS-c coupling into account!, the latent
heat should vary linearly withdx5x2x* , for small dx,
wherex is the mixture concentration andx* is the concen-
tration where the latent heat vanishes and is thus, in
context of this Landau theory, a tricritical point. By conve
tion, x* is known as the Landau tricritical point~LTP!. Bris-
bin et al. @10# and Thoenet al. @11# showed that this is true
well abovex* . Reanalyzing data@13# from mixtures of two
cyanobiphenyl liquid crystals in a homologous series, 8
and 10CB, Anisimovet al. @14# showed that the latent hea
did not go to zero at the LTP but crossed over nonlinearly
a measurable, nonzero value. This indicated that somet
other thandS-c coupling was also important, and Anisimo
et al. showed that the experimental results were at least c
sistent with the HLM predictions. Tamblynet al. @16,17#
demonstrated a similar dependence via capillary length~ratio
of the surface tension to the latent heat! measurements on
8CB–10CB mixtures.

In addition, Cladiset al. introduced a different techniqu
for studying weakly first-order transitions. They measur
the propagation speed of aNA front after a step jump in
temperature. The velocity was a linear function of the te
perature jumpDT. For second-order transitions, the fro
propagation speed should be proportional toDT1/2. This re-
sult implied that theNA transition was first order for al
8CB–10CB mixtures, including pure 8CB.

Although these previous experiments have clearly in
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cated the importance of fluctuations effects close to the L
they can barely probe the precise predictions of the HL
theory. In the present article, we shall introduce a more s
sitive experimental technique that, while consistent with
larger error bars of previous experiments, shows clear de
tions from the HLM predictions. One innovation is to e
press the current and previous measurements in terms
common quantity,t05(TNA2T* )/T* , where TNA is the
equilibrium NA transition temperature.T* is the spinodal
temperature, where the nematic phase would become
stable. One can measureT* via almost any physical quantity
by extrapolating to the temperature at which critical effe
diverge. Becauset0 is positive for a first-order transition an
zero in a second-order transition, it is a useful dimensionl
measure of the strength of a first-order transition.

We present two experiments:
~i! We probe the effect of an external magnetic fieldH on

the fluctuation-induced first-order discontinuity of theNA
transition: i.e., we measuret0(H). A strong-enough magnetic
field is predicted to drive theNA transition back to second
order. We shall show that external-field effects are mu
weaker than predicted by HLM.

~ii ! We repeat previous experiments on binary mixtures
8CB and 10CB, where the nematic range varies with mixt
concentrationx; i.e., we measuret0(x). Although previous
work found results consistent with HLM, our more preci
measurements show a clear deviation.

A letter describing part of this work was published earl
@18#. More experimental details may be found in Ref.@19#.

The plan of the article is as follows: In Sec. II, we sum
marize the effect of an external field on the HLM mechani
@20#. In Sec. III, we describe and characterize a new hig
resolution real-space method, intensity fluctuation micr
copy ~IFM!, which we developed for this study. In Sec. IV
we use IFM to measure the discontinuityt0 at theNA tran-
sition in 8CB and 8CB–10CB mixtures and in the presen
of an external magnetic field. Finally in Sec. V, we summ
rize our results and present directions for future work.

II. THE ‘‘HALPERIN-LUBENSKY-MA’’ EFFECT IN THE
PRESENCE OF AN EXTERNAL FIELD

A. Review of the zero-field calculation

Here, we briefly sketch the results of the HLM calcul
tion. For a more thorough discussion, see, for example,
book by de Gennes and Prost@6#. The smectic order param
eter may be defined as the first coefficient in the Fou
expansion of the periodic density fluctuations,

r~z!5r0@11Re~ceiqz!#, ~1!

where the amplitude of the complex numberc5CeiF, with
C the magnitude of density fluctuations andF their phase.
Because the phase origin is arbitrary, the free energy mus
a function ofucu alone.

Assuming thatn̂ fluctuates about thez axis, one can write
the free energy as@6#
2-2
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FNA~c,dn!5E d3x fNA~c,dn!5
1

2E d3xr8ucu21
u8

2
ucu4

1CiU]c

]zU
2

1C'u~“'2 iq0•dn'!cu2

1K1~“•dn'!21K2~ ẑ•“3dn'!2

1K3S ]

]z
dn'D 2

, ~2!

wheredn'5(dnx ,dny ,0). Weassume that close to the tra
sition, r 8 is of the forma8(T2T0)/T0, wherea8 is tempera-
ture independent. Also,q052p/d is proportional to the re-
ciprocal of the smectic layer spacingd, Ci and C' set the
‘‘rigidity’’ of smectic fluctuations, and the Frank constan
K1 , K2, and K3 are the splay, twist, and bend elastic co
stants for nematic fluctuations. To simplify slightly the fre
energy, we will at different times consider either the limit
equal elastic constantsK or the somewhat more realistic lim
that K2 andK3 are much larger thanK1.

The idea of HLM was that in the ‘‘type-I’’ limit~which,
physically, corresponds to small nematic range!, the nematic
fluctuations are stronger than the smectic ones and ma
integrated out, yielding an effective free energy of the fo

f NA~c!5
1

2
r ucu21

1

3
wucu31

1

4
uucu41

1

6
Eucu6, ~3!

where the coefficientsr andu ~anda) have been renormal
ized and where there is a qualitatively new term,;ucu3,
whose coefficient

w52
kBT

p

C'
3/2q0

3

4K3
1/2 S 1

K3
1

1

K2
D , ~4!

valid in the limit K1→0. Because of the cubic termw, the
transition is first order. Becausew is small, the first-order
discontinuity is weak. The size of the discontinuity is the

t05
2

9

w2

au
. ~5!

The presence of theucu3 term in Eq.~3! does not violate
any symmetry, since it involves only the magnitude ofc.
The original expansion, Eq.~2!, does not contain such term
because they would violate the analyticity assumed in
expansion. However, nothing prevents such terms from be
present in aneffective free energy, derived by integratio
over fluctuation terms in the original expansion.

B. Effect of an applied magnetic field

Adding a magnetic fieldH along thez axis leads to an
additional term in the free energy,

FNA
H 5FNA1E d3x

1

2
xaH2dn'

2 . ~6!
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In the zero-field case, massless nematic director fluc
tions, by coupling to the smectic order parameter, induc
first-order transition. Adding a magnetic~or electric! field
adds mass to these director fluctuations, thus suppres
their effect. When the magnetic field is strong enough, dir
tor fluctuations can be ignored, and we get anXY-type
second-order transition. The length scale over which nem
twist and bend distortions are expelled by the smectic ph
is the penetration lengthl, which, in a mean-field calculation
~and in the one-constant approximationK15K25K35K) is
given by

l5S K

CD 1/2

q0c0 . ~7!

Adding a field introduces a new length, the magnetic coh
ence length, which is a measure of the distance over wh
twist, bend, or splay excitations decay in the nematic pha
In our notation, the magnetic coherence length is given b

j~H !5S K

xa
D 1/2 1

H
. ~8!

As long asj(H)@l, the nature of the nematic-smectic in
terface remains unmodified. On the other hand, whenj(H)
&l, nematic fluctuations are sufficiently suppressed in b
the nematic and smectic phases, and play no role at the
sition. A rough estimate of magnetic fieldHc needed to reach
the tricritical point can be obtained by settingj(Hc)5l. In
reality, the different values forK1 , K2, andK3 give rise to
different penetration depths and magnetic coherence len
for the bend and the twist modes. A more careful calculat
gives

Hc5F9

8

a

u

C'q0
2

xa
G1/2S 12

b

2DAt0[H0At0, ~9!

where H0 is a scale field that depends on known mater
parameters andb5K2 /(K21K3). For 8CB, H0'3500 T.
Using the experimental valuet0'1025 ~see Sec. IV!, we
find a critical field ofHc'10215 T. Further analysis of the
field effects show that the initial decrease int0(H)}uHu,
where the nonanalytic cusp atH50 again reflects the altere
analytical form of the effective free energy~see Fig. 1!.

FIG. 1. Reduced temperaturet05(TNA2T* )/TNA as a function
of the scaled magnetic fieldH.
2-3
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III. REAL-SPACE MICROSCOPY OF NEMATIC
DIRECTOR FLUCTUATIONS

A. Motivation

In the HLM theory, the order parameter of the low
temperature phase~e.g., superconductor or smectic-A)
couples to a ‘‘gauge field’’~vector potential for the supercon
ductor, director for the smectic-A) whose fluctuations di-
verge at long wavelengths. Measuring director fluctuation
long length scales should then be a very sensitive prob
fluctuation effects at theNA transition. Light scattering is the
traditional tool for probing fluctuation effects; however,
long length scales~small q), the scattered light is concen
trated in small angles with respect to the forward beam
requires care to separate it from the unscattered light.
contrast, in real space, it is easy to probe long length sca
~In practice, the sample thickness acts as a long-scale cu!
The idea then is to measure, in real space, the director
tuations as the temperature is lowered towards the smectA
phase. In the smectic-A phase, twist and bend fluctuation
are ‘‘expelled,’’ while splay fluctuations correspond to lay
bending and are allowed. One therefore expects that lo
wavelength director fluctuations should be significantly
duced in the smectic-A phase. For a first-orderNA transition,
there should be a discontinuity in the fluctuations at the tr
sition.

To visualize director fluctuations, we note that all mac
scopic quantities in the nematic phase, including the refr
tive index, are tensorial quantities that share the symmetr
the nematic order parameter. Thus an undistorted unia
nematic is uniaxially birefringent, and a unidirectiona
planar-anchored nematic behaves as a waveplate, with o
axis along the average director orientation. When this liqu
crystal waveplate is placed between crossed polarizers
light is passed through it, the director fluctuations give rise
local fluctuations of the average intensity. For incident lig
parallel to the optic axis, the intensity varies as a function
the angleu between polarizer and optical axis as

I ~u!5I 0 sin2 2u sin2~gL/2!, ~10!

where I 0 is the transmitted intensity atu50 and g
52p(Dn)/l is the mean phase retardation or length p
duced by the birefringenceDn5n'2nuu of the nematic as
light crosses the sample thicknessL. Here,n',uu are the indi-
ces of refraction for light polarized perpendicular and par
lel to the local director orientation. Nearu5p/8, I (u) is
linear, and intensity fluctuations are linearly related to dir
tor fluctuations. Of course, the above discussion ignores
of-plane fluctuations and assumes the illumination to be p
fectly normal to the sample plane. In Appendix A, w
describe the optics of the fluctuating nematic in more det
We reported earlier on a preliminary version of this tec
nique @21#. A similar method was independently develop
by Galerneet al. to make quantitative elastic-constant me
surements@22#.

B. Sample preparation

Samples were prepared between glass slides or g
cubes. The surfaces bounding the liquid crystal were trea
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for unidirectional planar anchoring. Two methods of anch
ing were used successfully: one involved oblique-angle S
evaporation, the other unidirectional rubbing of a polyimi
layer coated onto the glass substrate. The glass slides w
mm thick microscope slides or 2 mm thick ITO-coate
slides, all cut to a size of.15 mm315 mm. The cubes were
12.7 mm315 mm315 mm. The liquid crystal occupies th
space between the slides or cubes, whose thickness wa
and parallelism measured interferometrically to be cons
to within 0.5mm across the extent of the sample. Typic
sample thicknesses ranged from 7.5 to 30mm.

We used the liquid-crystal 48-n-octyl-4-cyanobiphenyl
~8CB! and its slightly longer homolog 48-n-decyl-
4-cyanobiphenyl~10CB! @23#. Each of these is a well-studie
material, with the relevant material parameters alrea
known; in addition, the binary phase diagram has been p
viously measured@13#. Above a 10CB concentration of abou
x50.6 mol%, there is only a smectic-A–isotropic transition;
below this triple point, one finds a nematic phase, who
coexistence range increases as one decreases the conc
tion x of 10CB.

Because the main contaminant~0.1–0.2 mol%! is water,
we purified each liquid crystal in a hot stage whose tempe
ture was set slightly above theIN transition and whose pres
sure was maintained at 50 mtorr. The more volatile wa
vapor is pumped away, and the bubbling subsides after a
15 min.

C. Setup

The setup used a home-built microscope with a work
distance'5 cm. The illumination for the microscope wa
provided by a xenon flashlamp@24#, which was coupled by a
meter-long optical fiber. The glass fiber absorbs infrared
diation that might perturb the liquid-crystal temperature;
addition, the multimode fiber scrambles the azimuthal str
ture of the xenon source, leading to a more homogene
illumination field @25#. Images of the planar-anchored nem
atic sample were taken between crossed polarizers by a
bit digital CCD camera@26#.

The sample was temperature controlled in a home-b
gradient hot stage. The hot-stage was designed to con
independently the temperature of the top and bottom of
sample and thus impose a variable gradient across
sample. The sample plane was vertical in the laborat
frame of reference. The high thermal mass of the cop
blocks in the sample holder enhanced the short-time stab
while rms fluctuations in temperature over long time
('1 h) were roughly 0.15 mK, they were less than 0.05 m
over the duration~a few seconds! of a measurement. Eac
control loop used its own separate Peltier element. The
side of each was thermally linked to a waterbath whose te
perature control was stable to 10 mK@27#. The Peltier ele-
ments then provided fine regulation by pumping heat to a
from the sample. The Peltier current was provided by
computer-controlled power supply@28#, whose output was
updated once per second according to a proportio
integral-derivative~PID! algorithm whose input was pro
vided by a voltage measured across a Wheatstone bridge
2-4
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was itself kept in a box regulated to6100 mK. The bridges
were powered by silver-oxide batteries to reduce exte
noise. Two arms of each bridge were fixed resistances;
the other two, one was a fixed resistor in series with a t
able potentiometer, while the other was a 2000-V-platinum
RTD sensor, which was thermally as close as possible to
sample. Temperature differences across the sample fie
view could be varied from 20 mK to about 500 mK witho
changing the water-bath control temperatures.

D. Calibration of temperature gradient

In general, we imposed a small temperature gradien
the plane of the sample. The gradient was aligned so th
lay along an image row. We then measured fluctuations
averaging over each pixel column, along the isotherm. T
advantage of this trick is that small temperature gradie
mean that each column corresponds to a small tempera
range (10 to 100mK). We then have an easy way of ‘‘scan
ning’’ the temperature, simply by processing the data fr
each column separately. Also, as we shall see below, ha
data that crosses theNA transition allows us to fix the phase
transition temperature much better.

To calibrate this temperature gradient, we increased b
common amount the set point of both control loops and
served the proportional shift of the interface. The plot of t
interface position varied linearly with temperature, implyin
that the temperature gradient is linear, too. Typical gradie
ranged from 0.1 to 1 K/cm and were sufficiently uniform th
the image of the interface on the CCD was flat.

E. Characterization of IFM

1. The variancesẑ and z

The main step in IFM is to estimate the variance of inte
sity fluctuations on the length scale of a CCD pixel. Consi
two images of the fluctuating planar nematic. If the expos
time is less than the characteristic time of fluctuations o
length scale set by one pixel, then each image can be
sidered a ‘‘snapshot’’ of the fluctuations. In our case,
xenon flashlamp gave an effective exposure time of ab
10 ms, much faster than fluctuations on the 1-mm pixel scale
~about l 2g rot /K'1 ms, wherel'1 mm is the length scale
of a pixel, g rot'0.1 P is the viscosity of the nematic, an
K'1026 dyn is a typical nematic elastic constant!. If the
time interval between the two pictures is longer than
longest relaxation time scale, then the fluctuations in e
snapshot will be independent.~This time scale is roughly
L2g rot /K'1 s, whereL is the sample thickness, typicall
30 mm). Taking the difference between the two images
moves any illumination variations and nonuniformities a
constant offsets in the CCD response, leaving fluctuati
whose mean is very close to zero. Because each indivi
pixel is in effect an independent measurement, we can c
struct an ‘‘ensemble average’’ over the 1.3 million pixels
the difference image. Averaging over pixels rather than ti
minimizes temperature drifts during the measurement, wh
is crucial here.
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The probability distribution of fluctuating intensities is
Gaussian whose mean is, by construction, close to zero
~Fig. 2!. Its variance is

ẑ5^dI 2&2^dI &2, ~11!

where dI (x,y)5I 1(x,y)2I 2(x,y) is the difference of the
two images and where the variance is calculated over the
of pixels in the difference image that are at the same te
perature. Ideally,̂ dI &50, but, in practice, small variation
in the flashlamp intensity, etc., led to a~barely! detectable
mean in the difference image. Figure 2 shows the distribut
of fluctuation intensities in the nematic and smecticA
phases, as well as in a blank field~with no sample, and the
polarizers uncrossed! where the primary contribution to th
fluctuation signal comes from the photon shot noise. T
noise is unavoidable as it comes simply from random cou
ing statistics of the photons that impinge on each CCD pix
In the nematic, where the director fluctuations are a s
mode,ẑ is large and decreases as the temperature is redu
In the smectic-A phase,ẑ is not noticeably higher than th
noise level. The variance of the shot noise is Poisson
ẑSN}I 0, while the nematic intensity fluctuations scales asI 0

2,
whereI 0 is the incident light intensity@29#.

The raw variance in the smectic-A is indistinguishable
from the shot-noise background. This is a bit surprising
first, because the splay elastic constant in the nematic d
not diverge at theNA transition. The smectic bend mod
~which corresponds to the nematic splay mode! in the nem-
atic should then still contribute to the fluctuations; howev
the unidirectional planar anchoring in thin samples tends
suppress the splay mode, making this technique more se
tive to the twist and bend modes, especially for thinn
samples.

2. Dependence ofẑ on the incident light intensity

In order to separate the shot noise from the director fl
tuations, which both obey approximately Gaussian distri
tions of zero mean, we use their different dependencies

FIG. 2. Probability distribution functions in the nematic an
smectic-A phases, and in a blank field. Solid lines are fits to Ga
sians. Image is 6403480 pixels.
2-5
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YETHIRAJ, MUKHOPADHYAY, AND BECHHOEFER PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 021702
intensity. The variance of shot noise is linear in the intens
while that due to the liquid-crystal contribution is expect
to be quadratic.

When the relation between the angular fluctuations
the intensity fluctuations is linear, one need not indep
dently measure the incident light intensity, as it is prop
tional to the average transmitted intensity. The average l
intensity can be estimated by the average over the
frames captured, for each pixel: i.e.,Ī (x,y)5 1

2 @ I 1(x,y)
1I 2(x,y)#. This average can of course be improved by c
lecting more images, at the expense of greater susceptib
to temperature drifts. Because any illumination variance
long wavelength, one can construct an average from just
images by further averaging spatially over.10310 pixels.
This was found to be necessary only when the illuminat
intensity variation across the field-of-view was larger th
10%. When well aligned, our optical system gave a 7–1
intensity variation, mostly along the radial direction.

The shot-noise background is calibrated using a bl
field, with no liquid-crystal sample. The angle between
polarizer and analyzer is varied to set the transmitted li
intensity. In Fig. 3, we show the variance of nematic a
blank-field data as a function of the average transmitted
tensity. The blank-field data in Fig. 3~a! is well fit by a
straight line with a nonzero intercept for most of the range
intensities. The intercept of the blank-field curve places
zero-light offset at 63.760.1 gray levels. This offset include
dark noise~negligible! and read noise~1.8 gray levels!.

When the liquid-crystal sample is added, the variance
fit well by a quadratic function. Note that the fit shown isnot
a best fit to three free parameters~constant, linear, and qua
dratic coefficients! but rather is a fit with the offset and linea
term held at the shot-noise values. Thisraw signal variance
has in it a shot-noise contribution as well. Since the sig
variance and shot-noise variance are statistically indep
dent, and since both distributions are Gaussian, we may
tract ẑSN from ẑ to isolate the signal variance. Because t
signal variance increases quadratically and the shot-noise
early with average intensity, the signal-to-noise ratio
creases linearly with average intensity. The normalized v
ance

z5
ẑ2 ẑSN

~^ Ī &2I o f f set!
2

~12!

is then independent of the incident light intensity, as sho
in Fig. 3~b!. For lower light levels, the denominator in th
expression becomes small, giving rise to systematic error
determiningz. In our measurements oft0 for the NA transi-
tion, we usez, measured with sufficient intensity, as o
measure of the nematic fluctuations.

3. Dependence ofẑ on the incident light polarization angle

In the previous section, the incident light was polarized
u5p/8 with respect to the director, and we assumed t
there was a linear relation between angular fluctuations
the director and the corresponding intensity fluctuations
this linear approximation, one expects that the intens
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maxima and minima (u50, p/4, p/2, . . . ) should be
minima for the fluctuations; they should be largest where
mean intensity variation with angle is linear~nearu5p/8,
etc.!. Here, we are implicitly approximating the optics of th
nematic to be a fluctuating waveplate, where in-plane fl
tuations dominate while out-of-plane fluctuations are hig
order and are ignored. In this highly simplified approxim
tion, the fluctuation variance~not normalized by the inten
sity!

ẑ}Fd^I &
du G2

}sin2 4u, ~13!

where ^I &}sin2 2u is the mean intensity andu is the angle
between the sample optic axis and one of the polarizers

Figure 4~a! shows that the mean intensity follows the e
pected form; however, we do not observeẑ}sin2 4u. An ad-
ditional sin2 2u term is required@Fig. 4~b!#. Intuitively, such
a term can arise from out-of-plane fluctuations, which sho
follow the same angle dependence as the mean inten
However, because the intensity varies quadratically with o
of-plane fluctuations, one would expect such a term to

FIG. 3. ~a! The variance of the shot noiseẑSN as a function of
the mean intensitŷI & is linear, with a slope of 0.11160.003. The
reciprocal of the slope gives the camera’s sensitivity, 9.060.2
photoelectrons/gray level. The variance of the signal@top curve in
~a!# is quadratic.~b! The normalized variancez is independent of
mean intensity for intermediate and high light levels. See text.
2-6
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TWO EXPERIMENTAL TESTS OF A FLUCTUATION- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 021702
small ~second order!. In Appendix A, we argue that the con
tribution of out-of-plane fluctuations is higher than o
might expect because the microscope collects rays
propagate at an angle with respect to the optical axis.

4. Dependence ofz on the sample thickness

The thickness of the liquid-crystal sample also introdu
nonideal optical effects in the data. To explore these,
prepared a wedge sample with wire spacers 12.5 and 50mm
thick. We then analyze the variance and mean intensity al
strips of equal thickness, in effect scanning as a function
thickness. We inserted an interference filter (l5546
65 nm) to have quasimonochromatic light. Ordinarily, o
observations were in white light to maximize the intens
and to minimize the kinds of birefringence effects discus
here.

Both the mean intensity and normalized fluctuations~Fig.
5! oscillated with thickness. Successive maxima are spa
by a distance corresponding to a thickness variation
DL54.4 mm. From Eq.~10!, we expect̂ I (L)&}sin2 gL/2,
which impliesDL5l/Dn, whereDn is the nematic birefrin-
gence. We findDn50.1260.01, which is close to the valu
Dn'0.14 expected from independent measurements of
refractive indices in 8CB by Karat and Madhusudana@30#.
The oscillations decrease with thickness, suggesting
multiple-scattering effects are important for thicker samp
and implying that the sample thickness should be kept m
less than 50mm.

To choose an optimal sample thickness, one must bala
opposing constraints. Minimizing multiple scattering favo
thinner samples. Thinner samples also minimize the effe
of any stray vertical temperature gradients. On the ot
hand, below about 20mm, surface defects will begin to b
imaged, and their static variation will contribute more a

FIG. 4. Mean intensity and variance as a function ofu. ~a! Mean
Intensity is fit toa1 sin2 2u, with a15158.660.8. ~b! Raw Variance
~shot-noise subtracted! is fit to a2 sin2 4u1b2 sin2 2u, with
a251.5860.05 andb251.9160.05.
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more toI (x,y). These variations can be mostly eliminated
taking a difference image. Our samples then had thickne
ranging fromL57.5 to 30mm, over which there was no
systematic variation int0 with sample thickness, Sec. IV B

5. Dependence ofz on the temperature gradient

One might wonder whether the applied temperature g
dient affects the measurements oft0. Experimentally, the
gradients we applied ranged from 0.1 to 1 K/cm, and we s
no systematic variation oft0 with gradient. We also con-
ducted a number of constant-temperature measurem
which agreed with the values extracted in a gradient. Inde
previous ‘‘constant-temperature’’ experiments have had
controlled gradients'0.1 K/cm.

We argue that all of this is not surprising; in a first-ord
phase transition~unlike a second-order one!, there are natura
temperature and length scales associated with the transi
given by TNA2T* and by the maximum correlation lengt
j0 ~that is, evaluated atTNA). Their ratio defines a natura
gradient scaleG* . For smaller gradients, the adiabatic a
proximation we use is justified; larger gradients would te
to suppress the first-order discontinuity. For 8CB, we m
sureTNA2T* 53.7 mK ~see below! and from@31#, one es-
timates that atTNA , j050.065mm perpendicular to the di-
rector and 0.89mm parallel to the director. Since we used
geometry where the director was perpendicular to the te
perature gradient, the first length is the relevant one, giv
G* 5570 K/cm. ~The other geometry would giveG*

FIG. 5. The thickness dependence of the mean intensity and
normalized fluctuations in the wedge sample.~a! Mean intensity,
normalized to the saturation value of the CCD.~b! Normalized
fluctuations.
2-7
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YETHIRAJ, MUKHOPADHYAY, AND BECHHOEFER PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 021702
542 K/cm.! The actual gradients we applied were two
three orders of magnitude smaller than these.

IV. REAL-SPACE MAGNETIC-FIELD STUDIES IN PURE
8CB AND 8CB–10CB MIXTURES

Here, we describe our main experimental results. We
look at a sample of pure 8CB, in order to establish the te
nique. We show that the transition is indeed first ord
(t0.0) and test the dependence of our measurements
sample thickness. We then study the effects of an app
magnetic field ont0 and measuret0 in various 8CB–10CB
mixtures.

A. Fluctuations in 8CB

Once we have calibrated the position of theNA interface
against temperature, we calculatez(T) individually for each
isothermal strip parallel to the interface~Fig. 6!.

There are three distinct sections to the graph:
~1! Smectic: Here,z516231026, and the smectic fluc-

tuation level is flat and indistinguishable from the noise.
~2! Nematic: The data here fit a power law of the form

z01a~T2T* !n̄ ~14!

with z050.161.031026, a52.1060.0131025, T* 53.7
60.4 mK, and n̄50.5060.05. The fit was done over th
largest temperature range that still kept the residuals flat~top
curve in Fig. 6!. T* , the divergence point of the power law
is identified with the spinodal temperature, while the act

FIG. 6. The fluctuations in the nematic, fit between points A a

B by a power law with exponentn̄50.5. The extrapolated diver
gence temperature~spinodal point! is T* , while the actual transition
occurs atTNA . We also show the fit and residuals to a power la
convolved with a kernel corresponding to a vertical temperat
gradient. Data averaged from 16 images of a pure 8CB sam
L57.5 mm andG50.1760.01 K/cm.
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phase transition is located atTNA , which will be determined
by fitting, as described below. In Fig. 6, thex axis is T
2TNA . We will see below that we can fit for the location o
TNA in the interfacial region.

~3! Interface: We postulate that the linear region about
transition temperature is the result of an unwanted vert
temperature differenceDTz across the sample thickness. W
can model the smearing produced by this temperature di
ence by convolving our model function forz with a kernel
that mimics the averaging that occurs when one loo
through regions of different temperature:

zmeas~T!5E
2`

`

zmodel~T8!K~T2T8!dT8, ~15!

where the kernelK(T2T8) is given by

K~T2T8!5H 1

DTz
if 2

DTz

2
,T2T8,

DTz

2

0 otherwise.

~16!

zmodel(T8) is given by Eq.~14! for T8.TNA and z0 other-
wise.

Some important points are well worth noting here. Fir
there is an abrupt change in fluctuations at theNA transition,
quantified by the difference between the transition tempe
ture and the spinodal temperatureTNA2T* 53.760.4 mK
@32#. We can characterize this discontinuity by the dime
sionless measure

t05
TNA2T*

TNA
51.260.131025. ~17!

The temperature difference across the sample thickness
calculated to beDTz51.260.1 mK.

Second, one notices that the convolution curve fit is s
tematically off from the data over a small temperature ran
near the crossover from the nematic section to the interfa
section ~around T2TNA'1.4 mK). The ‘‘rounding’’ ob-
served here in the data~see Fig. 6! could be due either to a
rounded interface~meniscus! or to a nonlinearity in the ver-
tical temperature gradient.

Finally, we note that the value we obtain for the expone
n̄ is consistent with that expected@31,10,33# for the bend
exponentr352nparallel520.51 ~we expectz}1/K: see
Appendix A!, but not with the twist exponentr25(nparallel
22nperp)520.35. Since we have not carried out the mo
general calculation forz with differentK ’s but merely for the
single-constant approximation, we do not know the dep
dence ofz on K1 , K2, andK3. Moreover, while our confi-
dence levels inn̄ will allow distinguishing between 3DXY
and tricritical exponents, they are not good enough to dis
guish more subtle effects of anisotropy and the extent
crossover.~The main reason is that we do not measure
fluctuations over a large enough range in reduced temp
ture. Such measurements are not needed for an accurat
termination oft0, our main goal.!
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TWO EXPERIMENTAL TESTS OF A FLUCTUATION- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 021702
In general, we found that our measurements for 8CB
roughly 10% statistical error but had a sample-to-sam
variation as high as 25%. This compares favorably with C
dis’s technique, which had errors of about 50% for pure 8
@15#. For both techniques, the errors were smaller for 8C
10CB mixtures, where thet0 discontinuity was larger.

B. The effect of varying sample thickness

To try to understand the origins of the systematic var
tions we measured int0, we examined the effect of varyin
the sample thickness. On a more fundamental level,
wished to explore whether an anchoring field could, in pr
ciple, play a role similar to a magnetic field in suppress
nematic director fluctuations. The magnetic field sets
length scale, the magnetic coherence lengthjH . We expect
to see magnetic-field effects whenjH'l, wherel is a pen-
etration length. Similarly, we expect to see some suppres
of fluctuations when the sample thicknessL'l.

There are, however, complications: First, the magne
field is a clean bulk effect, while the anchoring field is stro
ger at the surface and is thus intrinsically nonuniform. S
ond, because the expected critical field is small, the magn
field has a weaker effect on smectic fluctuations than
nematic director fluctuations. The anchoring field suppres
the smectic fluctuations to the same order, and is thus lik
to be a less sensitive test of the HLM effect. Finally, as o
goes to thinner samples, finite-size effects should round
the transition, whether first order or second order and con
it to a crossover. It is not clear whether this effect would
principle be separable from the effect on the nematic dire
fluctuations.

We explored thickness effects by preparing a wed
shaped sample, where the thicknessL varied slowly from
about 0.5 to 2.5mm. We also compiled measurements f
constant-thickness samples withL57.5, 30, and 50mm. We
found that whilet0 was roughly constant for samples 7.5mm
thick or greater, it increased sharply for thinner samp
~Fig. 7!.

One possible explanation for the increase int0 is that the
anchoring directions imposed by the two glass plates are

FIG. 7. The first-order discontinuityt0 is roughly constant for
thick samples (L57.5, 30, and 50mm) but increases for the thin
sample 0.5mm,L,2.5 mm. The data are fit to the formt`1k/L.
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perfectly aligned, giving rise to a director twist through th
sample, the effects of which become more and more imp
tant as the sample thickness decreases. The twist imp
would vary from sample to sample, but its effect can
explored systematically in the wedge sample discus
above. If we assume that boundary conditions at the pla
impose a twist, then the situation is analogous to
cholesteric–smectic-A transition, which is always first order
The discontinuity at a cholesteric–smectic-A transition is
@34#

t05A2K2u

a2
q0[ l tq0 , ~18!

where u5uu0u(x2x!) and a5r /t are the quartic and the
temperature-independent part of the quadratic Landau c
ficients, respectively, and wherel t has units of length. An
imposed twist of Du corresponds to a cholesteric pitc
q05Du/L. Adding the ‘‘intrinsic’’ discontinuity t` that ex-
ists in the absence of twist, we thus expect

t0d5t`1
Du l t

L
. ~19!

The fit to the wedge-sample data in Fig. 7 givest`51.2
60.431025, well within the systematic errors for sample
with thickness ranging from 7.5mm to 50mm. The second
coefficient givesDu l t51.860.431025 mm. Using K2'2
31026 dyne, u/a2'1028 cm2/dyne, we estimate
l t'1.4 nm and, hence, a plate misalignmentDu'0.7°
60.2, which is reasonable given the way we assembled
sample.

From a practical point of view, with respect to studyin
the HLM transition, we conclude that one should stu
samples thicker than about 5mm and that one must take car
to align the anchoring directions of the two glass plates.

In conclusion, our measurements oft0 are not affected by
the finite sample thickness or by any plate misalignme
While the origin of the systematic variations inz that moti-
vated the thickness study remain unclear, a likely candid
are uncontrolled temperature gradients. Our model of a u
form vertical gradient is probably too crude, and improv
ments to our apparatus that diminish these gradients
perhaps reduce this source of error.

C. Magnetic-field measurements

Magnetic-field effects at the transition were probed
placing the entire experimental apparatus between the p
of a transverse magnet. Initial runs were done at 1.5 T,
the magnet was unable to provide such fields for long tim
without damage to the power supply. Later runs were limi
to 1.2 T. Contrary to expectations, we saw no suppressio
the fluctuations within 50 mK of the transition point an
hence no shift int0. The zero field and 1.2 T data sets show
in Fig. 8 superpose within statistical errors.

This null measurement implies a lower bound on the cr
cal field Hc . Using the relation fort0(H) for small H, we
have
2-9
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Hc5
mHt0

t02t0~H !
5

~2.1760.01!Ht0

t02t0~H !
'21.731.5 T,533 T.

~20!

Here, we have usedHmax51.5 T, and@ t02t0(H)#/t050.1,
since we would be able to observe a 10% change int0. Thus,
the experimentally determined lower bound on the criti
field is two to three times the prediction based on the HL
mechanism.

One might worry whether a null effect is not due to
problem in the experimental technique itself; however, de
in the nematic, we do see a field-induced suppression of
fluctuations. Plottingz vs H @see Fig. 9~a!#, we find that this
depression is consistent with a quadratic dependence on
field z5z02gHH2. The temperature dependence of the c
efficient gH is shown in Fig. 9~b!. The reduction in the field
effect nearTNA results from the divergence of the twist an
bend elastic constants at the transition. Since the magn
coherence lengthjH5(K/xa)1/21/H, one reasonably expect
the field dependence to be a function ofjH ; i.e., thatgH

}1/K}(T2TNA) n̄. The data are consistent withn̄50.5, the
exponent used to fitz.

We repeated the field measurements on a mixture
8CB–10CB, with concentration chosen to be close to
Landau tricritical point~LTP!. Although the zero-fieldt0 is
higher, the HLM calculation is on firmer ground at the LT
thus, one might hope that the critical field is closer to t
HLM prediction. But once again, we observed no effect.
in Fig. 9, the coefficientgH goes to zero atTNA in a way
consistent with an̄50.5 power law.

D. Variation of t0 in 8CB–10CB mixtures

Having observed no magnetic-field dependence oft0, we
turned to the 8CB–10CB system, to explore more carefu
the magnitude of the HLM effect as a function of nema
range. We also wished to check whether the IFM techni
gave results that agreed quantitatively with those from ot
techniques~calorimetry, front velocity!. Expressing measure
ments in terms of the discontinuityt0 allows one to compare

FIG. 8. Effect of magnetic field on 8CB critical behavior. Blac
data: 0 T. Gray data: 1.2 T. The data~from a single difference image

with no averaging! are fit to the exponentn̄50.5 ~gray fit line!.
L530 mm andG50.5960.02 K/cm.
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quantitatively the results of different techniques. In our ca
an additional advantage is that in practice, ourt0 measure-
ments are limited to samples with very small discontinuiti
Combining our measurements with others allows a lar
range oft0 variation to be explored.~The limitation arises
from the need to use a temperature gradient in order to h
enough points to measure the discontinuity accurately.!

We have already measured the fluctuations in pure 8
and in a mixture of concentrationx50.41 mole-fraction
10CB in 8CB ~at the LTP!. We also studied several othe
mixtures in the range 0,x,0.44, the largest discontinuity
we were able to measure accurately. The measurem
t0(x), shown in Fig. 10 and Table I, can be used to give
phenomenological Landau parameters. We summarize br
below.

In Eq. ~3!, above, there are four free parameters. The v
ues of two of them,r 5a@(T2T* )/T* # and w, have been
determined in previous work@35,16#. From the solution to
the simultaneous equationsf 50 andd f /dc50, we can de-
rive relations between the Landau parameters. The order
rameterc depends on the Landau parameters via the cu

FIG. 9. Variation of fluctuationsz with magnetic fieldH at ~a!
T2TNA54 °C and ~b! at 6.2, 5.0, 3.8, 2.6, 1.5, 0.7, 0.3, and
20.1 °C ~top to bottom!. ~c! Field-suppression coefficientgH near
the NA transition.
2-10
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TWO EXPERIMENTAL TESTS OF A FLUCTUATION- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 021702
equation,c31(3u/4E)c2w/2E50.
Both DS/R andt0 can be related to the phenomenologic

Landau parameters,r , w, u, and E. Previous experiments
measured scaled latent heats; in the approximationE51, u
is scaled away. Near the Landau tricritical point,u is written
asu5u0(x2x* ) wherex* was also determined in the pre
vious experiments. The scaled latent heats are insensitiv
u0 ~although the unscaled ones are!. Analysis@35# of previ-
ous experiments determined the two parametersDS* /R
50.0261 andb5(23/8)(au0 /E)50.993, in addition tox* .

In the present experiment, we measure direc
t05r (TNA)/a. Using the simultaneous equationsf 50 and
d f /dc50, r depends onw, u0, andE, while the parameter
a is a function ofu0 /E only. Also, DS* /R5a(w/4E)2/3.
These equations give us botha andw as a function ofu0 and
E. Here, we use the values determined in analysis of prev
experiments@35# for DS* /R and b. We can then similarly
computeDS/R5ac2.

In addition, the exponent of the power lawn̄ in all cases
was held fixed ton̄'0.5, which was close to the value ob
tained from a free fit. In a free fit, there was always
uncertainty of'60.1 in the value ofn̄. Forcing the fits with
an exponentn̄50.4 andn̄50.6 systematicallyreducesand

TABLE I. t0 for different mixture concentrations, withn̄50.5.
The first errors quoted are statistical, while the second are sys
atic variations from sample to sample. The latter do not affect
magnetic-field measurements.

Concentration Discontinuity
x t0

0 1.213102560.1060.4
0.18 1.243102560.1560.4
0.33 2.93102560.660.4
0.41 3.83102560.460.4
0.44 13.63102561.160.4

FIG. 10. Fit of t0 data~this work! to the Anisimov parameters
with u0 as an additional fit parameter. Top and bottom das

curves show fits tot0 for n̄50.6 andn̄50.4, respectively.~The data
points for these exponent values are not shown.!
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increasesthe value, respectively, oft0 for all samples. The
magnitude of this variation due to the choice of exponent
shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 10. The qualitative nat
of the dependence described above is, however, unchan
Becauseu0 only shifts the HLM predictions up and down
there is a qualitative and systematic disagreement betw
the HLM fit and the data.

We use the parameter set deduced by Anisimovet al. to
calculatec andr, from which we can calculatet0[r /a. We
fit for u0 and E. The exponent is fixed atn̄50.5. We get
u0520.7960.03 andE50.9760.03. These are both of or
der one, as expected. The error bars on a free fit without
exponent held are60.1. In Fig. 10, we show fits to the HLM
theory where the exponentn̄ is held at 0.5~and, in dashed
lines 0.4 and 0.6!. The corresponding values ofu0 in the
three fits are20.74,20.79, and20.88, all60.03.

Given a value ofu0, one can then calculate the corr
sponding latent heat, as shown in the entropy-jump plo
Fig. 11. We also add the latent heat data of Marynissenet al.
@13#. In particular, the calculated entropy change per m
for 8CB is DS/R'1023.

Close to the LTP, the zero-field data from the 8CB–10C
mixtures~closed circles in Fig. 10! are consistent with that o
Marynissenet al. @13# ~open circles in Fig. 10!; in this re-
gion, it is also consistent with predictions based on HL
theory ~solid fit line in the same figure! using the phenom-
enological Landau parameters of Anisimovet al. @35#. How-
ever, for smallerx, the discontinuity is systematicallylarger
than the HLM-predicted value.

We tried to account for this by allowing for a quadrat
correction to the dependence of the quartic coefficient

C5C0~x2x!!1C1~x2x!!2. ~21!

Refitting the data now over the whole range ofx, we find
C1.C0, which is not reasonable given that the linear te
alone works well for 0,(x2x!)&0.2. Moreover, the fit be-
comes much worse over the large-x range that was previ-
ously well fit. As a second attempt, we allow the sixth-ord

m-
e

d
FIG. 11. Entropy-jump estimate based on the fitted Landau

rameters. Also shown is the HLM fit and the calorimetry data
Marynissenet al. @13#.
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coefficientE to vary. This does not change the shape of
curve significantly, and the data are still poorly fit over t
entire range, whatever value we take forE. We conclude that
the discrepancy with HLM for the small-x data cannot be
fixed by either of these modifications to the original cur
fits. The measuredt0 is truly higher than the value predicte
by HLM.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS

We have introduced and characterized a sensitive
technique, IFM, for probing long-wavelength fluctuations
liquid-crystal systems. We can anticipate that this techni
will be valuable for free-film studies~where the free bound
ary conditions simplify the calculations of fluctuations! and
in other, more exotic phases~Sm C, ferroelectrics, etc.!. In
the present case of theNA transition, the method is sensitiv
enough to clearly establish that the transition in 8CB is fi
order, even though the difference between equilibrium tr
sition and the spinodal is less than 4 mK.

We showed thatt0, while constant for thick samples, in
creases markedly for thinner samples. We argue that s
sample-plate misalignments, which lead to an overall twis
the nematic, are responsible. The reasoning is the sam
concluding that the cholesteric–smectic-A transition must al-
ways be first order. As a practical matter, such misalignm
can introduce artifacts in measurements near theNA transi-
tion, for very thin samples. Such artifacts would be pres
in measurements of other quantities~latent heat, etc.!, as
well.

Our main results are two tests of the predictions of
Halperin-Lubensky-Ma theory of theNA transition. The first
is that the discontinuity should be reduced and eventu
eliminated by adding a magnetic field along the director.
find no such effect, although we do see the usual field s
pression of fluctuations. Because the material paramete
our liquid crystals are well known, we can conclude that
‘‘tricritical’’ field ~where the transition becomes second
der! is at least three times higher than the HLM prediction
10 T. A very recent experiment by Lelidis examines the
fect of an applied electric field@36#. He gives evidence for a
tricritical point at a field of about 13 V/mm, which corre-
sponds to a critical magnetic field of about 130 T, consist
with our results.

Second, we measure the concentration dependencet0

in an 8CB–10CB mixture. For concentrations where
nematic range is very small, our results agree with both p
vious measurements and with the HLM predictions. But
concentrations with larger nematic range, there is a syst
atic deviation, with the observedt0 as much as five times
larger than the predicted value. Thus both experimental t
of the HLM predictions lead to serious discrepancies.

An obvious candidate to explain the discrepancies
smectic fluctuations, which become more and more imp
tant as the nematic range is increased and which are
glected in the HLM calculation. One’s naive intuition
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though, is that because smectic fluctuations eventually d
the transition second order, the HLM prediction should
progressively larger than experiment. We observe the
verse.

Recently, however, Herbutet al. have extended the HLM
calculation to include smectic fluctuations as a perturbat
@37#. The calculation, which is done in the context of th
superconductivity free energy, shows that, surprisingly,
renormalization of parameters caused by gauge fluctuat
makes a material effectively more type I. For theNA transi-
tion, this means that the nematic range is renormalized to
smaller than its ‘‘bare’’ value, increasing the predictedt0.
Herbut et al. then show that, at the cost of introducing
cutoff parameter, one can fitt0(x) over the entire concentra
tion range.

As for future work, one can envision several differe
directions. The sensitivity of the IFM technique was, in o
case, limited by uncontrolled static temperature gradie
that blurred the interface image. If these stray gradients
be reduced, systems with smallert0 would be accessible. By
starting from a material with smaller zero fieldt0 than 8CB,
one might be able to see external field effects with a m
netic field @38#.

Whether by electric or magnetic fields, it would be e
tremely interesting to probe critical behavior in the vicini
of the postulated tricritical point. Likewise, it would be in
teresting to measure apparent critical exponents in the p
ence of an external field. In this context, we notice in
review @7# of critical exponents that the correlation-leng
exponentj i has a maximum forTNA /TIN'0.8. It is tempting
to speculate whether this maximum is associated with a
critical point. Extending thet0 measurements to materia
and mixtures with yet larger nematic range could allow o
to probe the concentration dependence all the way to
tricritical point.

Note added in proof. Professor C. W. Carland has pointe
out that in@11#, J. Thoen, H. Marynissen, and W. van Da
claim an upper limit to the entropy jump for pure 8CB that
equivalent toDS/R51.631024. This would be consisten
with the HLM prediction, as graphed in Fig. 11, but wou
be inconsistent with the zero-field measurement of 8CB
the magnetic-field limit reported here. It is also inconsiste
with the recent electric-field measurement of Lelidis@36#
which, like the other measurements, implies an entropy ju
about ten times higher than the calorimetry result. At pres
we do not understand the origin of these inconsistencies
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APPENDIX A:

In this appendix, we give a more thorough treatment
the optics of a fluctuating nematic film, as observed throu
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TWO EXPERIMENTAL TESTS OF A FLUCTUATION- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 021702
a microscope. Galatola has developed a systematic for
ism for treating such a situation, which in principle can
adapted to our case@39#. Although such a treatment poses n
conceptual problem, the formalism is rather complex. He
we limit ourselves to a simpler calculation, whose goals
more modest. As mentioned in the text, the approximation
the planar nematic as a fluctuating waveplate is adequate
most of our purposes. We need to go beyond such a tr
ment only to account for two observations: first, the wav
plate approximation leads to the wrong form for the angu
dependence for the variancez(u) @Eq. ~13!#. Second, we
want to make explicit the dependence ofz on the nematic
elastic constants, in order to justify the expected scaling n
the NA transition. Finally, we discuss briefly the effects
sample thickness.

We start by considering the propagation of light throug
fluctuating nematic liquid-crystalline film in a directionz
perpendicular to the film. We assume the light to be mo
chromatic, neglect diffraction effects, and consider the
fects of perturbations to the director orientationdn. For
plane waves that propagate alongz, at lowest order, only
in-plane director fluctuations in the sample plane contrib
to intensity fluctuations of the outcoming light. Thus, it su
fices to represent the electromagnetic field purely by
electric-field amplitudeEW 5(Ex ,Ey) of a plane wave propa
gating along thez direction. We write

EW out5TEW in , ~A1!

whereT is the 232 transfer matrix@40#!. TheE component
of the incoming electromagnetic field isEW ine

ivt and that of
the outgoing electromagnetic field isEW oute

ivt. The transfer
matrix of the system takes the form

T5P1RDR21P2 , ~A2!

with

P15S 1 0

0 0D , P25S 0 0

0 1D , and R5S cosu sinu

2sinu cosu D ,

~A3!

representing the two polarizers and the rotation matrixu
being the angle between the average director orientatio
the film and the first polarizer axis. ThenD is the transfer
matrix of a nematic film aligned along thex axis. In the
absence of fluctuations,
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D(0)5S eiLg/2 0

0 e2 iLg/2D , ~A4!

where g52pDn/l is the phase difference introduced b
tween the two polarizations~along and perpendicular to th
director! per unit length,Dn is the birefringence,l the
wavelength, andL the film thickness. Thus, ignoring fluctua
tions,

with

T(0)5S 0 a0

0 0 D , ~A5!

wherea052 i sin(2u)sin(gL/2). Note that the transmitted in
tensity I inua0a0* u reproduces Eq.~10!, above.

Next, we consider the effect of nematic fluctuation
Imagine slicing the film intoN infinitesimal layers of thick-
nesst5L/N, and take the limitN→`. The total transfer
matrix is

D5D1D2 . . . Dj . . . DN , ~A6!

whereDj5Dj
(0)1dDj is the transfer matrix of thej th slice,

with dDj the director fluctuations of thej th slice andDj
(0)

5D1
(0) for all j. The lowest-order contribution, which corre

sponds to single scattering, is

D5D(0)1(
j

~D1
(0)! j 21dDj~D1

(0)!N2 j . ~A7!

Higher-order terms correspond to multiple-scattering effe
which we ignore.

Director fluctuations can either be along the film or pe
pendicular to it. For propagation strictly along thez direc-
tion, perpendicular fluctuations are second order and can
neglected. Below, we will consider the effect of light that
scattered at an angle with respect toz. For now, we consider
the in-plane director fluctuations. Letdu j represent the an
gular deviation of the director in layerj from the average
director orientationu. To lowest order,

dDj5S 0 2 igtdu j

2 igtdu j 0 D . ~A8!

Inserting this into Eq.~A7!, we find that
dD5(
j

S 0 exp@ i ~N1122 j !gt/2# i ~gt/2!du j

exp@2 i ~N1122 j !gt/2# i ~gt/2!du j 0 D , ~A9!
2-13
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where D5D(0)1dD. Finally, the correction to the transfe
matrix is given by

dT5S 0 a1

0 0 D ~A10!

a15 i
gt

2 (
j

du j$cos2 u exp@ i ~N1122 j !gt/2#

2sin2 u exp@2 i ~N1122 j !gt/2#%

' i
g

2E0

L

dzdu~z!@cos2 u ei (L22z)g/22sin2 u e2 i (L22z)g/2#

5 i
g

2E0

L

dzdu~z!$cos 2u cos@~2z2L !g/2#

1 i sin@~L22z!g/2#%. ~A11!

The transmitted intensity is then

I 5I in~ ua01a1u2!'I in~ ua0u21a0* a11a0a1* !.
~A12!
e
ss

02170
Thus, to lowest order, the resulting variance in intensity flu
tuations is

^I 2&2^I &25I in
2 g2 sin24u sin2~gL/2!E

0

L

dz1E
0

L

dz2

3cos@~2z12L !g/2#cos@~2z22L !g/2#

^du~x,y,z1! du~x,y,z2!&. ~A13!

This gives us the lowest-order relation between director fl
tuations and intensity fluctuations. Note that whiledu de-
pends onx and y, the correlation function̂du2& does not,
since the sample is laterally homogeneous. Note, too,
sin2 4u term, which matches Eq.~13!.

To proceed further, we need to put in the elasticity la
for the nematic, which govern thedu fluctuations. We make
the ‘‘one-constant’’ approximation, where the three elas
constants of the nematic are taken to be equal:K15K2
5K35K. In this approximation,
^du~x,y,z1!du~x,y,z2!&5E dqx dqyG~qx ,qy ;z1 ,z2!5
kBT

L (
n
E dqx dqy

sin~nz1p/L !sin~nz2p/L !

K@qx
21qy

21~np/L !2#

5
pkBT

KL (
n

logF11S LL

2np D 2Gsin~nz1p/L !sin~nz2p/L !, ~A14!

whereL is the upper cutoff ofqx andqy , which in this case should be taken to be 2p/a with a being the pixel size, around
one micron. In Eq.~A14!, the Green’s function has been expanded in terms of eigenfunctions that are periodic in thex andy
directions and vanish atz50 andL. Thus,

^I 2&2^I &25I in
2 g2 sin2 4u sin2~gL/2!

pkBT

KL (
n

logF11S LL

2np D 2GI n
2 , ~A15!

where

In5E
0

L

dzcos@~2z2L !g/2#sin~npz/L !5
2np/L

~np/L !22g2 cos~Lg/2!, ~A16!
is
on
dia-
he
le
her
by

y a
ies

ses
for odd n and 0 for evenn. Thus,

^I 2&2^I &25I in
2 S pg2LkBT

K D sin2 4u sin2~gL !(
n

3 logF11S LL

2np D 2G 1

~np!2S 1

S gL

np D 2

21D 2

,

~A17!

where the sum is over oddn. The important length scales ar
L'30 mm ~most of our measurements used this thickne!
andg21'0.7 mm.
In the sum@Eq. ~A17!# the major contribution comes from
the term with np closest togL'48 ~i.e., from n515).
Qualitatively, it is easy to understand why a term that
neither too big nor too small dominates. The contributi
from the lowest-order terms vanishes because of the a
batic effect: the polarization is simply rotated along with t
nematic. Becausedu vanishes at the top and bottom samp
plates, there is no overall birefringence effect. On the ot
hand, modes that vary too rapidly will be averaged over
the longer wavelength of the light and thus also give onl
small contribution. In between, for intermediate scales, l
the maximum.

We have so far ignored the main complication that ari
2-14
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TWO EXPERIMENTAL TESTS OF A FLUCTUATION- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 021702
due to the optics; light is collected over a range of anglef
from thez axis, wheref can be as large as 20°. Imagine
ray passing through the film making an anglef with the z
axis. A fluctuationdf in the nematic direction perpendicula
to the film now contributes changesEout by orderdf sin 2f.
The basic idea is that perpendicular fluctuations of the dir
tor add an extra phase difference between the ordinary
extraordinary ray which goes asDn sin 2f. Here,Dn is the
birefringence of the liquid crystal, averaged to take into
count the azimuthal variation in the effectivedn, since the
entire cone of rays coming out at an anglef are collected.
This reduces the bareDn by '1/3.

To estimate the effects of these out-of-plane fluctuatio
we once again carry out the prescription of slicing up
film into layers and, using Eq.~A7!, obtain the lowest-orde
contribution of fluctuations to the transfer matrix. Now,

dD', j5S i ~dF! j 0

0 2 i ~dF! j
D , ~A18!

with dF being the extra phase difference introduced betw
the ordinary and extraordinary rays as a result of the de
tion of the director from theXY plane.@Compare with Eq.
~A8!.# We then can estimate the contribution of perpendi
lar director fluctuations to the intensity variance:

I in
2 g2 sin4 2u sin2~gL/2!cos2~gL/2!J'

3sin2 2fE
0

L

dz1E
0

L

dz2^dw~x,y,z1!dw~x,y,z2!&,

~A19!

wheredw(x,y,z) is the out-of-plane director fluctuation a
the point (x,y,z). Note again that̂dw2& is independent ofx
andy. Note the sin4 2u angular dependence. In Eq.~A19!, J'

is a dimensionless factor that depends on the detailed op
it seems reasonable to assume it to be order unity. We in
pret f here as the maximum ray angle collected and abs
the overall intensity dependence ofI (f) into J' .

To attempt to evaluatea, we use the one-constant approx
mation, as before, and follow Eqs.~A13!–~A17!, with In
now being the integral
tt
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In5E
0

L

dzsin~npz/L !. ~A20!

Thus, we finally obtain

^I 2&2^I &25I in
2 J'S pg2LkBT

K D sin4 2u sin2~gL !sin2 2f

3(
n

logF11S LL

2np D 2G 1

~np!2 , ~A21!

where the summation is again over odd values ofn. Again,
the approximations made~including the unknown geometric
factor!, make this result more qualitative than quantitative

Adding the two variances and noting that sin4 2u
5sin2 2u21

2sin2 4u, we find

ẑ~u!5a sin2 2u1b sin2 4u, ~A22!

which matches the experimental result@Fig. 4~b!#.
The structure of the sums in Eqs.~A17! and ~A21! give

some hint as to why the coefficientsa andb of the two terms
may be comparable. The azimuthal termb is reduced be-
cause of the adiabatic transport effect. The leading te
(n53) is roughly 10 times smaller than then51 term. On
the other hand, the out-of-plane terma is reduced by the
factor sin2 2f. As there is no adiabatic transport of the pola
ization, which is a rotation effect, then51 term dominates
here. Thus, at least loosely speaking, it is plausible that
terms are of comparable order. Finally, it is encouraging t
the experimental form forẑ(u) fits Eq. ~A22!, in that it im-
plies that higher-order terms~e.g.,^du4& or ^dw4&) are neg-
ligible.

Our other goal was to understand the critical behavior
z. Here, we see that in the one-constant approximationz
}K21.

Finally, one sees thatz is a complicated function of the
sample thicknessL. Roughly,z}L, but modulated with the
same period aŝI &. While the data in Fig. 5~b! follow this
trend, multiple scattering in the thicker sample regio
makes our result only qualitative.
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